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Four Wordpress Plugins with Private Label Rights: 1. Earn Per Click Bonus Widget This is a Wordpress

widget which pays between 50c and $1 for every click. Simple as that - it can be added to any Wordpress

site or sites that you run - in any niche. (NEW: There is now an option included for non-Wordpress sites,

too). No catches / no ifs / no buts / no sales / no selling / no membership / no naughtiness! Like many

Companies now, they simply want to build their list and appreciate that this costs money - and as theyre

well-funded, this is the approach theyve taken. 2. Show Your Upcoming Posts WP Plugin This is a great
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way to: Get your website viewers to see your upcoming posts Get visitors to return to your site Get more

sign ups for your newsletter or RSS feed. Lots of options, including show x number of posts which are in

draft, which are set to be published at a later date or a combination of both. If there are no future posts,

this is shown as a standard invite to join your newsletter / RSS feed, and you can instantly change the

text shown. This plugin appears in your widget folder, and displays as a widget in your sidebar. 3.

Registered Users WP Plugin If your site has loads of registered users, sadly WordPress has no way of

showing this automatically. This plugin, which takes seconds to install as it is either on or off, will display a

widget showing the total number of registered users on your site. 4. Move Featured Image To The Top

WP Plugin Do you get as irritated as I do when you have to move all the way down the right hand

WordPress sidebar, just to select the featured image? This plugin simply moves it to the top where you

can always find it especially, if, like me, you select the featured image first!
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